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In 1970 Hartshorne posed the following problem (cf. [2, p. 126)): 
Generalize Knezer’s result to higher dimensions. Is it true, for example, that 
any connected subvariety Y c PE (k algebraically closed and of a.rbitrary 
characteristic) of pure dimension s is a set~theoretic intersection of at most 
2n - 2s - 1 hypersurfaces? 
Schenzel and Vogel ]5] proved that for each II, f with tz > 2f there exists a 
connected subvariety V,., c Pi of pure codimension t which is set- 
theoretically the intersection of 
(t- l)[(n + l)ltl + 1 
but not fewer hypersurfaces (where ]a] denotes the largest integer <<a). (See 
also [6], ]I, p. 47) and 14, p. 1811). 
Here we give an alternative solution to Hartshorne’s question. We prove 
that: 
For each n, t with n > 2t there exists a connected subvariety V,,,, c Pi (k 
is algebraically closed and of arbitrary characteristic) of pure codimension t 
which is set-theoretically the intersection of not fewer than 
n + 1 - ]rt/t] 
hypersurfaces. 
Thus we improve the result in ( 1, 4, 5, 6 ]. 
Our solution was arrived at independently of ] 1,4, 5, 61 and uses a 
different method. Moreover, even when (t - l)[ (n + 1)/t] + 1 = n + 1 -- In/r ] 
(which happens when either n/t. or (n + 1)/t is an integer) we are able to 
give more examples of varieties V,%,. 
The result of this paper is from my thesis. 
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1. 
We introduce some notation. If A is a ring and V is a closed subset of 
Spec A, then 1(V) will denote the radiacal ideal of A corresponding to Y. If f 
is an ideal of A, then V(I) will denote the closed subset of Spec A 
corresponding to I. The arithmetical rank of I (denoted ara 1) is the smallest 
integer s such that rad I = rad(b, ) 6, ,..,, b,J for same elements b t ,..., b,$ of ‘4. 
Our main result is the foltowing: 
THEOREM. Let (A, m) be an n-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay ring. Let 
v== v, u v*u **’ U Vk be the union of k closed subsets Vi of Spec A 
de@ned by (not necessarily radical) ideals ‘uj : Vi I= V(%,). Zf the following 
conditions are sut~s~ed, 
(i) Vlf7 Vzi3*.* .F I/,= {m), 
(ii) there exist k elements a, (1 ,< i < k) and a/z ideal ‘u. of A such that 
(ii,) ‘llj i- ‘u c (a,) + ‘3 for all i, 
(i&) a, , a2 ,..-) ak is an A/~-reg~~ffr sequence, 
then ara (I(Y)) > 12 - k + I. 
Proof: We begin the proof by noting that every prime ideal P ‘2 ‘3 is of 
height at least n - k. Indeed, if P 2 YI and ht P < n - k - 1, then any 
minimai prime ideal Q r> ((a,, a,,..., ok) i P) has height at most 
n--k-l+k=n- I, which is impossible, since V((a, ,..., ar) -I- P) c 
V(%,-t’u,i-.*’ +~k+~)={m~ by (i) and (ii) and ht m=n by 
hypotheses. 
Since a, . a2 ,..., ak is an A/%-regular sequence, we have 
Assume that there exist M - k elements g, , g2,...? gn fi of the ring A such 
that V= V((g,,g, ,..., g,-k )). After taking them to su~cient powers we may 
assume that g, E rl%,. 
The idea of the proof is to construct an A-regular sequence of length 
Qf- I and to show that it is maximal. Since by hypotheses depth A = ra, 
this contradiction will show that n -- k elements g, with the above property 
do not exist. 
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LEMMA 1. There exists an A-regular sequence h,, h,,..., h, (I < n -k) 
with the properties V(h,, h, ,..., h,) c V and (h, ,..., h,) c ((nj:: ai) + ‘11). 
Proof: We are going to construct a sequence h, ,..., h, satisfying the 
additional condition gi E rad(h, ,..., hi) for any i > 0. A sequence like this can 
be inductively constructed as follows. Put h, = 0. Assuming h,. h, ,..., h, 
found (s can be zero) take the smallest integer ZI for which g,. @‘I rad (h,,, 
h , ,.... h,). If g,, is A/(h,, h, ,..., h,) - regular, then put h, +, = g, . If it is not 
and if (-)I: Qi is the primary decomposition of (h,,..., h,) in A with 
respective associated primes P, ,..., P, and if g,. E P, n ... n P,,, 
g,,@ P,,, u ... U P,, then take a positive integer U, such that g,” E 0 j i Q,. 
Since A is Cohen-Macaulay, all Pi’s have the same height s < n - k and 
therefore Pi 6 Qj if i #j and Pi 5 ‘u for any i, that is, Q,, , n Qc+ zn ‘. n 
Qdn‘ll~PP,uP,u~~~ UP,. Pick an element g’E(Q,,,nQ,+Zn...n 
QdncU)\(P,UP,U... UP,) and put h,+,=g:!+g’. Then h,+,@P, 
(1 < i 6 d) and h, , hz ,..., h,\+ , is an A-regular sequence. Moreover, 
g:f g’ E (h,. h, ,..., h,), therefore, gf!‘=g;h,+, - g:: g’ E (h,, h, ,.... h, / ,). 
whence it follows that g,. E rad(h,,..., h,, ,). We also have g:r C n?l, c 
((17jI: ai) + ?I); g’ c VI, and consequently. h,, , E ((nil i ai) -+ Yl) as 
required. Since at every step the condition s < c < n - k holds, for some 
t < n - k we will have gi E rad (h,,, h, . . . . . h,) for all i < n - k implying V(h,. 
h, . . . . . h,) c V. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. There exist k elements bj E +21i ( = l,..., k) forming (an A/W 
regular sequence of length k. 
ProoJ: The local ring A/% is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension k, since the 
images of the elements ai in it form a regular sequence and generate an 1% 
primary ideal, where ti is the maximal ideal of A/8. In such a ring a 
sequence of elements b, ,,.., b, will be regular, if V(b, ,..., bk) = (tii). Every 
minimal prime P containing 8 and ‘&,..., 3, in A is of height n - 1 in A. 
because V(P + (a,)) = (m) and ht m = n. Since 3, is not contained in any 
such P, there exists an element 6, E 3, such that V(2l + (6,) + Zl, + ... + 
‘II,) = (m}. Any minimal prime P containing %, 6,, ‘u,,..., 3, is again of 
height n - 1, since V(P + (a2)) c V(P + ‘3,) = (m). Therefore, there exists a 
6, E ‘21, such that V((b,) + (b,) + ‘II, + ... + ‘11, + YI) = (m}. Continuing by 
induction, we will find for any i an element bi E ‘Xii such that ~‘(/(a + (b,) + 
(b,) it ... t- (bJ) = {ml. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. Let r be a positive integer such that rTj:f 9I; c (h, , h, . . . . . h,). 
Then there exist k - 1 elements u, ,..., u,_, of A, satisfying the following 
conditions : 
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(i) (hl,..., h,, ul,..., ukel ) is an A-regular sequence, 
(ii) ui = bj,, - bl +fi, wherefi E ‘u n (VI: + VlUr, + ... + %U;). 
Proof: A sequence u, ,..., uk+ can be inductively constructed as follows. 
Put u0 = 0. Assume u0 ,..., u+, (1 <j < k - 1) have already been found. Put 
G, = {PIPE Ass,A(A/(uI >..a) Uj-1 > h, )...y h,)), 
p3(b;+,-b;N 
P 59 (bJ+, - b;)}. 
Then ‘u n (%U; + ... + ?I;) n,+ P ~5 u,,,, P. For otherwise ‘u n 
Pu: + ... + v4> nJw, P c P’ for some P’ E G, . Since P’ ~5 P” for any 
P” E G, (P’ and P” have the same height) we have P’ 3 ?I or 
P’3(Vlu;+..* + ZlZr;). Since in the latter case P’ = m, we see that P’ 3 ‘?I 
anyhow. Since ui = (by, I - b;) mod 2l, it follows that P’ 3 (bra , - 6:) 
if 1 < i <j. Therefore, (m} = V((b{) + . . . + (b;) + %u> = W” + (b:) + 
(bJ+,) + ... + (b:)), whence it follows, that n = ht m < ht P’ + k -j, and 
htP’>,n-k+j.Ontheotherhand,htP’=t+j-16n-k+j-l,which 
finally shows that there exists an element f, E (Zl n (?I{ + ... + 
w n,,,, P)\U,,,, P. Put uj = bj, 1 -b; +&. Then uj$ P for any 
P E G, U G, and, therefore, h, ,.... h,, aI ,..., uj is an A-regular sequence. 
Q.E.D. 
We are going to show that the regular sequence h ,,..., h,, u ,,..., Us , of 
Lemma 3 is maximal. The proof is contained in Lemmas 4-6. 
LEMMA 4. Denote by K the set of all integers between 1 and k. Then 
there exists an element D of A satisLving the following conditions: 
(i) D E nj:: bj mod ‘u, 
(ii) D E (h, ,..., h,, u, ,..., uk. ,) + niCKii %U; for any i E K. 
ProoJ Let fi = cj;:f,, (1 <j < k - l), where fii E Yli f’ Zt. Consider the 
(k - 1) x (k - 1) matrix (d,) with entries dji =f.,;+, + br+, and d, =f;;,j+, if 
i # j, and let D be its determinant. Since fji E ‘u we see that (i) is fulfilled. 
Since all entries from the ith column belong to Ul,, , we see, that 
D E nj1: 2Ll. Adding all other columns to the ith column will make the jth 
element in it equal ui + bi -f,, E (h, ,..., ukm I) + a:, i.e., (ii) is fulfilled for 
any i E K. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. Any element D satisfying the condition (i) of Lemma 4 does 
not belong to the ideal (h ,,..., h,, u ,,..., ukm ,). 
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ProoJ Since (h, ,..., h,) c ((ni:: ai) + 2l), and (ul,...,uk-,)c 
((b; -b;) + ..* + (b; - b:) + ‘u), it is clearly sufficient to prove that 
ni:; b; @ ((b; - 6;) + ..* + (b; - b:) + (Hi:: a,)) in the ring B =A/%. 
Recall that B is Cohen-Macaulay, of dimension k and bi E (a,) in B, i.e., 
bi = aici and bj = (aici)’ in B. Assume that 
i=k i-k 
/J Caici>' = R~a~a2 -.. ak + y Ri((aici)’ - (a,~,)‘) 
i=2 
holds true in B, where Ri are some elements of B. Then 
t 
i=k i-k 
a,a, ... ak !r, a;? cl - a, R,) = x Ri((aici)’ - (a,c,)‘). 
i-2 
The sequence a, (u~c~)~ - (a,~,)‘, (ajc3)r - (a,~,)‘,..., (akcJ - (a,c,)’ is 
B-regular for every i, since the ideal generated by all of its k elements 
contains (bi ,..., bi) and therefore its radical equals ti. 
Therefore, ai is not a zero-divisor in the ring B/(CiI: ((aic,)r - (a,~,)~)), 
and there exist RI E B such that 
i-k i-k 
/_1:aI?I-- a,R, = 2: R,!((aici)’ - (a,c,)‘). 
i=2 
In B’ = B/(a,) we therefore have 
where a2c2, a3 c, ,..., akck form a maximal B/-regular sequence. 
We use induction on k to show that (1) is impossible. If k = 2, we get 
ciai-‘(1 -R;a,) = 0. Since 1 - Rja, is an invertible element, we see that 
(cla2)” = 0 which is impossible since c2a2 is B’regular. In the general case 
we have 
~;a;-’ ii??’ a;- l~~-R;nk) = iyc-’ Rlarcr 
i-2 i-2 
and, since a:- ‘CL is not a zero-divisor in B’/((azc2)‘,..., (akm, ckm ,)‘)., we get 
the following equality in the ring B” = B’/(a,): 
i-k-l i~=k- I 
/J2 cLa;-‘= \‘ R”(aici)’ 
i: 2 
where the R,f”s are some elements of B”. This is, however, impossible by 
induction hypotheses. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 6. Put A ’ = A/(h, ,..., h,, u, . . . . . uk-, ). Thert A does ttot contain 
A ‘-regular elements. 
ProoJI Note that De (21; -t fSe f ‘$IU;)c (h ,,..., uk- ,). for D t ‘u:‘c 
(rJeK,i 3,; i (h, ,..., uk- ,)) . ‘Ir; c (h, ,..., uk. ,) by Lemma 4, considering the 
definition of the integer r (Lemma 3). Let x be any element of the maximal 
ideal m of A. Since ‘Iri + ..a -t %; is m-primary, there exists an integer s. 
such that .x’ E ‘tl: + .‘. + U; and therefore D . X’ f (h, ,.... h,, ulr . . . . u, ,). 
Taking the minimal s with this last property we get (D I .x’- ‘) . s E 
(h , . . . . . uk- !), thus showing that x is not an A ‘-regular element. Q.E.D. 
Thus, there exists an A-regular sequence of length t i k - 1 < 
M -h- + k - 1 = n -- 1, which is maximal. This contradiction proves the 
theorem. 
2. 
Our first exampie is a simple modi~cation of examples from [ 1,4.5 1. 
&AMPLE: 1. Put A = F\.t;,, .Y y I I )‘.” ’ II ix{ ,,,.: ..r,,i (where F is an alge- 
braicaliy closed field of arbitrary characteristic) and let .I’~...., v,, be any A- 
regular sequence of elements of A. Put s = In/t) and consider the variety 
V,,., c PI: defined by the following ideal : 
Then applying the above theorem with k = s -I- 1, ai = yrr i-,) if I < i < s, 
n r+l =ak=y, ‘u;i = (Ytci -I) ,..., y,+,,+, ,) if I<iis. BUI+!=(Uh= 
(Y,-,+ 13’..3 ,:i, and ‘u =(ziZg-’ f~tic,...., ytiit..,)i (~~~-~+~,...,?'~-,tf). w
get that V is not a set-theoretic intersection of N -- s hypersurfaces. 
Repack 1. Using the method of Lemma 1 from 15, p. 405 1 one can 
prove that the local cohomological dimension of the variety from Example 1 
is n - In/t] i- 1. This shows that Faltings’ estimate on the local 
cohomological Dimensions of subvarieties of F!” [ I, p. 471 is the best possible 
for all n and t, not only for those when t divides it i- 1. 
The above example, as well as examples from [ 1,4, 5, 6 1, is obtained by 
taking the union of several set-theoretic complete intersection varieties. The 
examples below are the first known {to the author} examples which do not 
arise in this way. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Keeping the notation of Example 1, let pi (1 < i < s + 1) be 
unmixed ideals of A of height t such that the ideal 
is (x,, ,..., x,,)-primary. Let V, , , c P; be the variety defined by the ideal 
Then our theorem is applicable with k = s + 1, ‘Xi = (yrcim ,,,...,Y,(~~ ,) +( ,) 
Pi. if l,<i,<s, Ur+,=(Uk=(~~n~r+ ,,..., JJ,)/?,+, and VI, and a, 
(1 < i < s + 1) as in Example 1. We see that I’,,,, is not a set-theoretic inter- 
section of n - 1 n/t) hypersurfaces. 
Remark 2. In case n + 1 = t(s + I), where s is an integer, the result 
from 15 1 can be restated like this: If V,,, c PF is the union of s + 1 set- 
theoretic complete intersection varieties of codimension t, such that the inter 
section of all s + 1 of them is empty, then I’,., is not a set-theoretic inter- 
section of n -s hypersurfaces. Example 2 above can then be restated like 
this : If V,,, c PF. is the union of s + 1 varieties of pure codimension t, each 
one of which contains a set-theoretic complete intersection of codimension t. 
and if the intersection of all s + 1 of these varieties is empty, then I’,,,, is not 
a set-theoretic intersection of n - s hypersurfaces. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let A’=F(x,,..., x, 5m-,],x- ,.,... l,l , ,,; A”=F(x,, s...., 
sn I ,.I-,, ,.....XJ. Then A =A’ @,..A& .,,,_,,, x ,l. Let p,, pz ,..., /3,+, be s + 1 
unmixed ideals of A’ of height t - 1, such that p, + /?, + ... + ,8,+ , is (x,),..., 
x ,,- s- ,)-primary in A’. Every ,Bi generates an ideal fi of A. Consider the 
following s + 1 ideals of A: 
and let I’,., c P,“, be the variety defined by the ideal n j ;’ ’ ?I; of the ring A. 
Then our theorem is applicable with ‘u = (q,..., x,, , ,) A, ai = x, <ii- 13 
and I’,,,, is not a set-theoretic intersection of n - In/t) hypersurfaces. 
Conjecture. If Vc G” is the union of [n/t ] + 1 varieties of pure 
codimension t and such that the intersection of all of them is empty then V is 
not a set-theoretic intersection of n - [n/t) hypersurfaces. 
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